
Art History 329
Contemporary Art: 1945 to 1970                   125 points

Mapping Time and Space

This assignment asks students to consider teaming up to create either a map or a timeline 
that visualizes the contributions, networks, chronology, and historical placement of a single 
Black artist, the influence of an idea or movement, the work of an artist collective, or the 
activities of an institution focusing on the work of Black artists.

Considering the tools that art historians use to locate art viewers in the time and space in 
which an artist creates can reveal gaps in knowledge, moments of connectivity, under 
acknowledged work, and otherwise possibilities. Likewise, creating a historical timeline or 
mapping important spaces to an artist’s practice can be a necessary, although infrequently 
discussed, task when endeavoring to learn about their work more deeply. As you delve into 
your research project, creating a timeline or map of key people, places, events, and ideas 
will likely prove a useful organizational tool.

Compose a timeline or a map comprised of at least ten key historical events (political, cultural 
and social) relative to your research topic and thesis. Identify images (artist, title, and date) and 
incorporate at least ten important works important to your investigation. Include concise 
explanatory text next to works of art and to key events in order to synthesize their connection 
and influence on each other. Keep in mind that you will need to explicitly write about the 
importance of chronology and the passage of time if constructing a timeline, or the importance 
of location and the importance of spacial elements such as geography, topographic barriers or 
resources, travel routes, etc. As well, students are expected to cite a minimum of three different 
credible scholarly sources as End Notes whether submitting a timeline or a map.

You may find the following sites useful for ideas, or in building your project:
https://slavevoyages.org/voyage/database#timelapse
https://timeline.knightlab.com
https://www.theartstory.org/top50.htm
https://prezi.com/nnokiyexanej/1789-gamtoos-river-humansdorp/

Mapping Time & Space Grading Rubric

Summary and conclusive text that synthesizes individual points out of 25 points

Identification and explanation of visual elements out of 25 points

Demonstration of research out of 25 points

Skillful design that assists understanding out of 25 points

Minimum of three different credible, scholarly sources out of 12 points

CMS footnotes and formatting out of 13 points

out of 125 points
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